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LO Gem: FIRST DETERMINATION OF THE ORBITAL PERIODAND LIGHT CURVEVANDENBROERE, JACQUELINE; BELTRAMINELLI, NICOLA; ACERBI, FRANCESCOGEOS (Groupe Europ�een d'Observation Stellaires), 23 Par de Levesville, 28300 Bailleau l'Ev�eque, Franej.vandenbroere�skynet.be, beltramine�ditagene.h, aerbifr�tin.it

LO Gem (GSC 1868:2176; 06h04m12s, +25Æ200, J2000) is listed in the GCVS (Kholopovet al. 1985) as an E star varying from 11:m5 to 12:m0 (p). The star was �rst reported tobe an Algol type binary system by Ho�meister (1968). Ten times of minimum light weredetermined from Sonneberg photographi plates taken between 1933 and 1967; howeverno period was derived (Gessner & Meinunger 1973). A �rst indiation of the period of LOGem was provided by the work performed by several GEOS members, who olleted 840visual estimates, thus allowing the determination of 16 times of minimum light (Vanden-broere 1993). During �ve missions at Jungfraujoh Observatory between 1992 and 1997,GEOS teams obtained 128 photoeletri measurements in eah of the B and V �lters ofthe Geneva system, overing the omplete light urve of LO Gem. These measurementswere arried out using the \all sky" method: the atmospheri absorption oeÆients weredetermined by measuring standard stars loated at di�erent airmasses. Although no om-parison stars were used, the good quality of the photoeletri data (standard deviationabout 0:m010 in both olours) ould be evaluated from the stability of the atmospheriabsorption oeÆients during the night.Two series of 351 measurements in the V and IC olours (Johnson{Cousin system) werealso performed with a CCD oupled to a 40-m telesope in the observatory of one of theauthors (N.B., Ghirone, Swiss Alps). Di�erential magnitudes were obtained by using fouromparison stars, i.e. GSC 1868:2932, 1868:225, 1868:2279 and 1868:2280, whose positionsare shown in the �nder hart (Figure 1, S2 to S5, respetively). The standard deviationof the measurements are 0:m014 for the �rst night (around phase 0.5) and 0:m017 for theseond one (around phase 0.0), as results from the analysis of the omparison stars' data.To date, we have 3 photoeletri and 2 CCD minima at our disposal (they were givena triple weight) together with 16 visual minima to determine the period elements of LOGem. We an re�ne this onsidering the photographi minima reported by Ho�meister(1968) as well as those published by Gessner & Meinunger (1973). The result of the linearregression is the following:Min I = HJD 2427368:371(6) + 2:d2377825(18)� E:The unertainty in the �nal digits are given in brakets. The photoeletri and CCDtimes of minima are reported in Table 1; the �rst visual times are listed in Vandenbroere(1997) and the latest one's will be submitted to the BBSAG Bulletin.
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Figure 1. Finder hart of LO Gem
Table 1: Photoeletri and CCD minima of LO GemHJD Mode E O � C2448978.6439 p.e. V 9657 0.00722450342.5687 p.e. V 10266.5 0.00362450462.2948 p.e. V 10320 0.00832450811.3820 CCD V 10476 0.00142450812.5012 CCD V 10476.5 0.0017

Table 2: Orbital Parameters. Asterisks mark ouput parametersPrimary star Seondary starmass ratio = 0.76*inlination = 85:Æ8*wavelength = 550 nmFillout = �4:33* Fillout = �4:32*Lagrangian L1 = 0:53 Lagrangian L2 = 1:65Mean radius = 0.23 Mean radius = 0.19temperature = 7000 K* temperature = 6980 K*luminosity = 0.60 luminosity = 0.40gravity oeÆient = 0.32 gravity oeÆient = 0.32limb darkening = 0.6 limb darkening = 0.6reetion = 0.5 reetion = 0.5
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Figure 2. Photoeletri V measurements of LOGem. Di�erent symbols indiate measurementstaken during di�erent nights Figure 3. V band CCD light urve (points) withmodel (line) of the elipsing system
Two of the ten photographi times of minima had to be rejeted from the alulationsbeause of their large O�C's (+0.2638 d and +0.2377 d). Taking together all the timesof minima reported to date, the O�C's have not shown a signi�ant period hange sine1933.Figure 2 shows the photoeletri V light urve of LO Gem, onstruted using theephemeris reported above. The brightness of LO Gem outside elipse varies betweenV = 11:01 and V = 11:06. The standard deviation of the V measurements at maximumlight is 0:m014. The amplitude of the minima is 0:m60 at phase 0 and 0:m53 at phase 0.5;however, the depth of the primary minimum hanges signi�antly during the di�erentnights making it diÆult to predit its orret amplitude (Figure 2). Changes of the at-mospheri absorption oeÆients during short time lapses an aount for suh variations;alternatively, we ould not rule out the possibility of the intrinsi variability of one of theomponents, although the olour index of the system makes this possibility unlikely. Theelipse duration is 11.5% of the orbital period.No signi�ant hanges in the B � V olour index were deteted during the minima.The (B � V )G olour index is �0:m31 � 0:01 at maximum light, whih orresponds to(B�V )J = 0:52. We used the proedure desribed by Meylan & Hauk (1981), onsideringLO Gem as a luminosity lass V star. LO Gem belongs approximately to the spetrallass F8{G0.Considering that the amplitudes of the minima are almost idential (Figure 2), weannot exlude the possibility of the half value for the orbital period. In this ase, theabsene of a detetable seondary minimum (orresponding to phases 0.25 and 0.75 inFigure 2) prompted us to speulate that the obsure ompanion would be too faint to bephotoeletrially measurable. In order to obtain a more aurate result on the onstrutionof a model of the binary system, we also onsidered the CCD measurements obtainedduring two subsequent minima. With Binmaker 2.0 (Bradstreet 1993) the light urve wasmodelled using both periods; the temperature of the larger star was set to 7000 K. Thedata, onsidering the 2:d23 period, were best �tted using an inlination of 86Æ, a massratio of 0.76. The temperature of the smaller star was adjusted to 6980 K. Figure 3 shows
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the �t of the CCD measurements. The main parameters of the system are reported inTable 2.Using the half period value and adding an arti�ial seondary minimum of 0:m03 am-plitude, we veri�ed that the proximity e�ets were learly visible on the modelled lighturve, and these ould never �t the photoeletri and CCD data in a satisfatory way.Moreover, in the ase of a 0:m03 seondary minimum, a olour hange should be learlydeteted due to the oultation of the ool ompanion whereas the observations reveal nosigni�ant hanges in the B � V and V � IC olour indies.We therefore onlude that LO Gem's orbital period is 2:d23. The shape of minimaindiate that the elipses are nearly total. Being the amplitude of the minima 0:m6 weobtained an oultation of 85%.The binary system LO Gem is therefore an EA type with very similar omponents oflate F spetrum and an orbital period of 2:d2377825. Our study may not exlude that oneor both star(s) is/are pulsating variable(s). Future studies will address this possibility.We aknowledge Paolo Bernasoni for his help in reduing the CCD measurements,Roland Boninsegna and Joseph Remis for their help at Jungfraujoh Observatory, AndreaManna, Gilles Allenbah, Julie Guignard and Carlo Barani for their ontribution in thisstudy.
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